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“He worked the mammoth stage

like a stadium veteran!”

- Atlanta Journal Constitution

Shine On
ACM Week With...
Florida Georgia Line

L

as Vegas and a chance at ACM New Artist
Of The Year is in their sights as Florida
Georgia Line’s Tyler Hubbard and Brian
Kelley board a Southwest flight in Nashville
on Thursday of ACM week. They run into a
previous New Artist winner, Lady Antebellum’s Charles Kelley (no relation), who asks if
they’re playing on the show. He’s incredulous
to learn their performance will last a little
more than a minute. “You’ve got the biggest
song of the year! What do you have to do to
get three minutes?’’ he asks. Brian replies,
“Yeah, but last year we were sitting on the
couch eating Jet’s Pizza. So...”
The answer is indicative of the Republic
Nashville duo’s attitude, and the approach they
will take throughout their five-day run in Sin
City. Yes, they’ll have fun and enjoy the eventual win, but they won’t get carried away by it all.
And they never let the fun get in the way of the
job. As Hubbard explains, “We just like to keep
our heads down and do our thing.”

Gaining Speed: Arriving Thursday, they’re committed to
about an hour of rehearsal with Nelly for their performance
of “Cruise” on the Tim McGraw special taping set for Monday, but otherwise have a low-key evening. “We kind of had
the night to ourselves,” Hubbard says. “We did a little gambling, had something to eat and took it easy in the room.”
Friday is all about Big Machine Label Group’s Outnumber Hunger concert at The Orleans. In the VIP tent,
BMLG SVP/Sales, Marketing & Interactive Kelly Rich
says the just-released Nelly remix of “Cruise” has sold
more than 100,000 downloads with three days to go
in the chart week. And the original version is already
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topping 50,000 for the week. (They’ll finish with a
combined 248,000, according to Nielsen SoundScan.)
Momentum seems to be on their side.
“It’s been flying, man,” Hubbard says of their rapid
rise. “We didn’t know what to expect, but looking back
it’s definitely been surreal how fast everything happened.” Kelley adds, “We started this thing years ago just
kind of grinding it out, then we hit a point this summer
where things were changing. I remember one show in
Milwaukee where we realized ‘Cruise’ was starting to hit
more people. A day or two after that, we got a call with
some good news and we were like, ‘Alright, better buckle
up tight because it’s about to be a pretty crazy ride.’”
Ask Not:
Brian and
Tyler ask
their fans
what they
can do for
Florida
Georgia
Line.

Crews: Backstage
with prior ACM
New Artist winners
and label mates
The Band Perry.
Pictured (l-r)
are Neil Perry,
Tyler Hubbard,
Kimberly Perry,
Brian Kelley, the
label’s Jimmy
Harnen and
Reid Perry.
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Remix: Performing with Nelly (c) for the taping
of Tim McGraw’s Superstar Summer Night.
Saturday is their busiest day, with a photo shoot for
People and performance at a Dr. Pepper event still to
come. But their eyes are already on the big show, and
they are cautiously optimistic about the award. “I’m
starting to get chills thinking about Sunday night,”
Brian says. “You get so pumped up, and I honestly
think before they announce the winner, it’s going to
be the biggest rush. Hopefully they call our name.”
Tyler adds, “We’ve been working hard to get as many
votes as possible. We’ll see what happens.”

That Just Happened: Brian Kelley (l)
and Tyler Hubbard take the New Artist
honor at the 48th Annual ACM Awards.
“I had my sunglasses on because my eyes were just
swollen,” Kelley says. “I walked out and he said that
and I was like, ‘Shit. Going back to the room.’” Hubbard adds, “I called dibs on it.” Kelley laughs about it
later. “We also have the same underwear on, but we
decided to keep those since nobody can see them.”
The duo and their band head to The Orleans to
Get Ready: Radio is at the center of Saturday’s schedrehearse their abbreviated ACM version of “Cruise.” By
ule, but the morning starts off a bit rocky. “It was a bit
the third run-through, adrenaline seems to have erased any
early morning fatigue. Backstage, Kelley says Friday was a bit
of a late night. “I’m down a lot,”
he deadpans. “A couple hundred. Times two. Last night hurt
me a little bit emotionally, financially, spiritually.” He’s a blackjack guy, but both say they’re
warming to roulette. When it
comes to their fan-voted award
category, however, they’re doing
everything they can to tip the
odds in their favor.
They’re off to two sets of
remotes at different hotels. First
stop is the Tropicana, where a few
minutes downtime in a lobby has
them mugging for pictures and
capturing video to post on social
Parental Guy Dance: Backstage with the family. Pictured (l-r) are
networks and propel their New
Tyler Hubbard and his mother Amy Clotfelter, Ed Kelley, Brian
Artist vote. “Let’s be honest,” they
Kelley and Mary Margaret Kelley. “It couldn’t have been a more
say while posing with an Abraperfect first award experience having our families, management,
ham Lincoln image, “You know
publishing and label here together,” Brian says.
you want to go to voteACM.com
and vote for your boys.”
From the Tropicana, the entourage takes a pedesof a rough night,” Tyler says. “For some reason, we
trian bridge over to the MGM, where the afternoon
have two or three shirts that are the exact same, and
will be devoted to more radio interviews. During
we try not to wear them on the same day, obviously.
lunch at a mostly deserted restaurant, a woman stops
But when I was getting dressed, I had the thought, ‘I
on her way out. “After you win tomorrow you’re not
guarantee you BK is putting on this same shirt.’ Sure
going to be able to have nice quiet lunches like this,”
enough, he shows up in the lobby wearing it.” Their
manager, Big Loud Shirt’s Seth England, quips, “What she says. The table laughs and Kelley urges her to
vote. “I just did,” she says. “Good luck.”
are you, The Temptations?”
So crazy that they never managed to make all the
new artist stops. “We haven’t done a full radio tour,”
Kelley says. “But we got to meet some people in the VIP
tent after we played. It’s always good to see our friends
at Country radio. They’ve been so supportive of us.”

Tale Of The Tape: Awards day is a bit of a blur, at least
when it comes to their televised performance at The
Orleans. “They don’t all go by really quick, but certain
nights seem to be more crazy than others – like when
we played the Opry,” Brian says. “We played a minute
and 20 seconds of ‘Cruise,’ and it went by so quick.
You try to soak up as much as you can, so we’ll probably watch it a couple times and try to relive it because
it happened so fast.”
“I was actually pretty nervous,” Tyler says. “I usually don’t get nervous for performing, but I was less
nervous when we won the award and hit the stage,
which is not what I expected. But I think we did good.
Overall, it was a success.”
Walking away with ACM New Artist Of The Year
trophies is, in fact, unqualified success. “We had just
gotten back to our seats three or four minutes before,” Hubbard says of the moment. “Our adrenaline
was still rushing from performing when they called
our name. We were just jacked up through the roof –
a crazy rush for sure. We worked hard to get there, so
it was a good feeling to hear our name called out.”
Kelley may have to re-watch that tape, as well. “I
remember being up there for a second, but that walk
up those steps – I watched a video someone sent with
congrats, and I don’t remember walking up there. At
all. Freaks me out.”
A quick stop to pick up their things in the dressing
room, and then it’s off to the MGM Grand Garden
Arena, where the show is still in progress. “The coolest
thing about this award is that it is fan-voted,” Brian says
once they reach the press room. “It’s not just Tyler,
Brian and Florida Georgia Line’s award, it’s everybody’s
award. We’re bringing one of these out on the road to
let people touch it, see it, take it to meet-and-greets and
bring it out on stage. Our fans mean everything to us.”
Good Day, No Sunshine: After the show there’s the
label’s party, a gathering at the hotel they’re staying at
– Mandalay Bay – and some gaming. “We kicked it and
pretty much shut the Mandalay Foundation Room
down,” Brian says. “And a few of us ended up playing
some late night blackjack. We ended up doing really
well, so it was a good way to end the night. Of course,
I lost all that the next morning.”
Monday’s schedule is easy leading up to their performance with Nelly for the McGraw taping. “We were
supposed to have a pool hang, but that got cancelled
because of the weather,” Hubbard says, noting no disappointment. “We woke up, went and ate, went back
to sleep for a little bit. That’s a good day, man.”
They’ll fly back early Tuesday, encouraged but focused. “From day one, and especially the last year-and-ahalf, every bit of success has been amazing and a lot has
been unexpected and fast, but it makes us want to work
that much harder,” Kelley sums. “We said in December
that our goal for 2013 was to outwork 2012. And we
worked really hard last year. We’ve done well so far, and
we want to keep our heads down and stay focused on
our music and the fans. We’ll just try to write the best
songs we can and stay busy.”
		
CAC

Phat Boys: Hanging with WJVC/Nassau’s
Phathead at a radio remote.
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